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Pndroduction 

The advance of cytogenetic research in the conifers has 
been limited by difficulty in isdentification of individual 
chromosomes. In Pinus, particularly, the karyotypes of a 
representative range of species show a remarkable uni- 
formity in length of the long metacentric chromosomes, and 
only one, or sometimes two, shorter submetacentrics can 
be ocularly distinguished (SAX and SAX 1933, NATARAJAN et al. 
1961, SAYLOR 1961, 1964, YIM 1963). Measurements of chromo- 
some length and centromere position from large scale 
photographs or projections have been used to determine 
the relative dimensions of each chromosome, but no one 
has shown how to ensure positive identification of indi- 
vi~dual chromosomes. 

Secondary constrictions have been reported in conifer 
species. However, only in the work of SIMAK (1962) on Larix 
decidua has the use of constrictions been clearly demon- 
strated to tdistinguish between chromosomes of otherwis? 
similar dimensions. In most accounts constrictions hav? 
been recorded as being too vari~able in appearance to be 
used as a diagnostic feature. No study of secondary con- 
strictions in conifers has been published; little seems to be 
known of their function or behaviour. 

In this paper a new development in technique is advanced 
which promises to allow new advances in conifer cytology. 
The femiale gametophyte or endosperm tissue which was 
first used by SAX and SAX (1933) has received little attention 
since. I t  will be shown that chromosome preparations from 
this haploid tissue may be studied at  a premetaphase stage 
(before the chromosomes have attained the full condees~a- 
tion of metaphase), when constant structurall features along 
the chromosome arms may be seen. These provide markers 
by means of which each chromosome may be distinguished 
and a detailed chromosome map made. Premetaphase chro- 
mosome preparations provide the evidence to explain the 
function and appearance of the secondary constrictions and 
smaller achromatic regions seen in the chromosomes from 
root meristem squashes. 

A cytological diagnosis will be made on some plants 
whose chromosomes vary from the normal. 

Review of Literature 

1. Cytological Studies in Cmifers. - The stages of develop- 
ment of the female gametophyte tissue have been well 
described by FERGUSON '(1904) in her studies of the life history 
of two Pinus sp2cies. It is 'derived from the basal megaspore 
which undergoes a small series of divisions to attain a size 
of about 32 cells, and then enters a long dormant period. 
About a year later (a month after anthesis in Pinus radiata) 
it recommences growth, and during a month of great activ- 
ity some thousands of cell divisions occur. I t  is this short 
stlage of rapid cell division in a free nuclear state which 
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is ideal for cytological study. Following the formation of 
cell walls, archegonia, egg cells, and fertilisation, divisions 
cease and cells miature as storage parenchyma to form the 
endosperm. 

After the pioneer work of SAX and SAX (1933) little use of 
gametophyte tissue had been made till recently SANTAMOUR 
(1960), 'SARKAR (1963), and 'MERGEN and BURLEY (1964) used 
it for chromosome counts and karyotype analysis. The 
studies were based on metaphase chromosomes. 

Root meristem tissue collected from germinating seeds 
or potted plants hlas been the usual material for karyotype 
studies, particularly since the discovery of colchicine or 
hydroxyquinoline as a pretreatment to contract the long 
chromosomes. Other tissues used include the cotyledons of 
germinating seed (TJIO and OSTERGREN 1954, YIM 1963), the 
meristem of expanding needle bases (MERGEN 1958), and 
shoot meristems (WINTON 1964), but foliar tissues are diffi- 
cult to work with and seem suited mainly for chromosome 
counts on plants from which other tissues are not available. 

SIMAK (1962) drew attention to small variations in the 
relative lengths of each chromosome as measured in squash 
preparations. These could result in "reversal of order" of 
certain chromosomes when the chromosomes of a cell were 
listed in order of length. Similarly he reported some cases 
of "brachial reversal" when the shorter arm of a metacentric 
chromosome was measured to be the longer. 

SIMAK'S 'data has drawn attention to the need for some 
characteristic additional to chromosome length and arm 
ratio for positive identification of individual chromosomes. 
Attempts to locate secondiary constrictions of constant po- 
sition in each chromosome to serve as structural markers 
have failed up to the present time because of inability to 
make consistent observations. An understanding of the 
nature and behaviour of secondary constrictions is there- 
fore necessary for further Progress in conifer cytology. 

In the two references to cytologic~al stu'dy of Pinus radiata 
root meristem tissue was used. MEHRA and KHOSHOO (1956) 
reported the chromosome number to be 2n = 24, the pre- 
vailing number in the Pinuceae, and there were four sec- 
ondary constrictions. RAO (1958) described the karyotype 
and reported five pairs of constricted chromosomes. 

2. Secondary constrictions und nucleoli. - The occurrence 
of secondary constrictions is closely related to the forma- 
tion of nucleoli in the cell, therefore a brief outline of the 
behaviour of these two features may be helpful. For longer 
reviews, See KAUFMANN (1948), VANDERLYN (1948), and VINCENT 
(1955). 

Nucleoli are spherical bodies composed mostly of protein 
with some RNA, which usually arise at  specific points on 
particular chromosomes at telophase, and which usually 
disperse prior to the metaphase of the following division. 
As the nucle~lus enlarges, it displaces the portion of 
chromosome arrn (distal to it, which maintains continuity 
through the nucleolus by a chromonematic thread which 


















